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Origin of dips and peaks in the absolute fully resolved cross sections
for the electron-impact double ionization of He
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Using a multiparameter multicoincidence spectrometer, we have measured the coplanar (e,3e) angular
distributions following the double ionization of helium at an incident energy of'5.6 keV and under a small
projectile’s scattering angle of 0.45°. The two ejected electrons have been detected with equal energiesEb

5Ec510 eV. The absolute value of the cross section is determined with an accuracy of 25%. The origin of
dips and peaks in the spectra is exposed by analyzing the corresponding theoretical calculations. These calcu-
lations have been done using a four-body final-state wave function for the three electrons moving in the field
of He21. The dipolar limit is investigated and the manifestation of the deviation from this limit are pointed out.
General features and possible trends for other targets are proposed.@S1050-2947~99!02805-X#

PACS number~s!: 34.80.Ht, 34.80.Dp
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, there has been an increased activity in the s
of the double ionization~DI! processes under photon or ele
tron impact. This progress has been fueled by the spectac
advances in the development of very sophisticated, high
sitivity new spectrometers@1–5# that render possible the en
ergy and angle-resolved simultaneous detection of two
three final-state electrons. Thus, in such measurements
energy and momentum transferred to the target, the ene
and momenta of all the final-channel electrons are simu
neously determined. Apart from the spin degrees of freed
these measurements yield, in the case of the He target
ultimate information obtainable on the collision dynami
and provide hence the most sensitive probe for theore
approaches. The challenge and promise in the theoretica
vestigations of these processes lie in the modeling and
derstanding of the inherently nonseparable many-body in
acting systems~in the case of electron impact DI, the fin
state consists of three electrons moving in the field of He21)
and in the treatment of the particular difficulties associa
with the infinite range of the Coulomb potentials.

The ideal target for such a goal is helium, as it is t
simplest two-electron system, and the electron impact dou
ionization, the so-called (e,3e) collision, leads to a pure
four-body problem in the final state. In the last few years,
one-photon double-ionization experiments have provide
wealth of new results in several kinematics and for seve
rare gas targets@e.g., @6# and references quoted therein#. In
contrast, the (e,3e) experiments@7# have proved much more
difficult to perform. Detailed (e,3e) experiments have bee
recently reported for the outer-shell DI of argon@8# and neon
@9#, hereafter referred to as I and II, respectively. Howev
due to the low triple coincidence counting rate, the mod
energy resolution used in I and II on the fast electron chan
did not allow us to distinguish among different final states
the doubly charged ion. Therefore, in that sense, these w
PRA 591050-2947/99/59~5!/3548~8!/$15.00
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not kinematically completely determined experiments. In t
paper we report a determination of the (e,3e) cross sections
for DI of He, obtained in absolute units~a subset of the data
was published in@10#!. For the first time, a kinematically
completely determined experiment has been perform
since the He21 ion is a bare nucleus with no relevant intern
structure. These experiments are the follow-up of our
search program aimed at elucidating the relative importa
of the various DI mechanisms under electron impact, se
and II. The results of these measurements are analyze
light of theoretical calculations using a correlated four-bo
final state wave function and employing initial state wa
functions of various quality. The origin of dips and peaks
well as the relative heights of the peaks is well understo
from certain rules that are valid in the optical regime. T
validity of the optical limit is investigated and the contribu
tion of nondipolar terms to the cross sections are unrave
The absolute value of the cross sections turns out to be
sensitive to the used initial states. Throughout this pap
atomic units are used and the same notation as in I is use
particular, positive angles are measured counterclockw
starting from the incident beam direction.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experimental setup and procedure are identica
those reported in I, see also@1#. Briefly, the incident electron,
labeled 0, and the three outgoing electrons, indexeda for the
fast ‘‘scattered’’ one andb andc for the two slow ‘‘ejected’’
ones are all detected in the same plane. The impact ener
E0'5.6 keV. The scattered electron (ea) is observed at a
fixed angle,ua510.45°, and is energy analyzed in a 127
cylindrical analyzer. The two ejected electrons (eb and ec)
have identical energies,Eb5Ec510 eV. They are selected
in two opposite half planes with respect to the electron be
in dual double toroidal electrostatic analyzers, and are se
rately detected by two position sensitive multidetection s
tems ~PSDMDS!, each constituted by three multichann
3548 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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plates and a resistive anode. The angular information c
tained in the collision plane (k0 ,ka), i.e., the ejection angle
ub anduc , is preserved upon arrival on the PSDs due to
focusing properties of toroidal analyzers. To register tri
coincidence events, two identical time-to-amplitude conve
ers are used, both simultaneously started by the same p
from detectora, and, respectively, stopped by theb- and
c-electron pulses. For each triple coincidence event, the
rival positions on the PSDs of theeb and ec electrons are
recorded and stored in a specially dedicated computer
gether with their arrival times with respect toea . All further
treatment of the data is done in the off-line analysis, see@1#.
For these experiments, the whole spectrometer was care
realigned, and a special emphasis was placed on~i! optimiz-
ing the transmission of all the electron optics,~ii ! maximiz-
ing the three detectors efficiencies, and~iii ! minimizing con-
tributions from extraneous electrons. This was stron
needed since the helium DI cross section is apprecia
smaller than the one for argon or for neon targets. A
result, the efficiency increased by a factor of 3 as compa
to the studies I and II. Yet, the true triple coincidence co
rate was only two counts per hour. Hence, to achieve a
sonable statistical error, a long accumulation time is need
a total of 33 days of continuous, nonstop acquisition for
the data presented in this paper. Due to this long accum
tion time and to a local, rather high noncoincident count r
on each detector assembly, the data had to be correcte
the MCPs local fatigue effect, described in I. The correct
is typically less than 10% and never exceeds 20%.

The (e,3e) relative cross sections are measured by fix
all the kinematical parameters: The incident electron ene
is chosen asE055599 eV. The scattered electron ener
and angle areEa55500 eV andua510.45°, respectively.
This corresponds to a momentum transferK50.24 a.u. The
ejected electron energies areEb5Ec510 eV. In the off-line
analysis, the total angular range subtended by each
(202160° and 2002340°, respectively, forub and uc) is
divided into ten sectors, each67° width, and the data are
subsequently depicted for a fixedub as a function of varying
uc . The method used for the absolute scale determinatio
basically the same as in I. It relies on the measuremen
double and triple differential cross sections~DDCS and
TDCS, respectively! for He under the same kinematical p
rameters as in the (e,3e) experiments, and their compariso
with known theoretical values. The main~but obvious! dif-
ference with I is that it is not necessary anymore to comp
Ar and He DDCS as done in I, so that Eq.~5! of I simplifies
into ~see I for the notation!,

sabc5 f abc

sa
~He BR!

f a
~He BR!

sab
~He OCW!

f ab
~He !

sac
~He OCW!

f ac
~He !

3A DEa
21DEb

21DEc
2

~DEa
21DEb

2!~DEa
21DEc

2!
. ~1!

The immediate consequence is a better final accuracy in
absolute scale determination, estimated here to be 25%
n-
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III. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The probability for the three final-channel electronsa,b,c
to be detected, respectively within solid angles of apertu
dVa , dVb , dVc , and energiesEa ,Eb andEc is related to

d5s

dVadVbdVcdEbdEc
5~2p!4

kakbkc

k0
uTf i u2, ~2!

whereEa is then determined from energy conservation. T
transition matrix elementTf i is given by

Tf i5^Cka ,kb ,kc
~ra ,rb ,r c!uWuF~ra ,rb ,r c!&, ~3!

wherera ,rb ,r c are the position vectors of the projectile an
the two initially bound electrons, respectively, andka ,kb ,kc
are the corresponding conjugate momenta. The state ve
uF(ra ,rb ,r c)& and uCka ,kb ,kc

(ra ,rb ,r c)& in Eq. ~3! repre-
sent the four-body system~three electrons in the field o
He21) in the initial and final state, respectively, andW is the
perturbation due to which the double ionization occurs. F
the initial state we choose the unperturbed representatio

F i~ra ,rb ,r c!5~2p!22/3exp~k0•ra!w~rb ,r c!, ~4!

with w(rb ,r c) being the ground-state wave function of H
The wave function~4! is an eigensolution of the Hamiltonia
Hi with an eigenvalueEi where Ei5k0

2/22e with e
'2.9037 a.u. being the~positive! binding energy of
He(1Se). The HamiltonianHi has the form

Hi5H02
ZT

r b
2

ZT

r c
1

1

urb2r cu
, ~5!

whereH0 is the total kinetic energy operator andZT52 is
the charge of He21. Thus, the total Hamiltonian of the sys
tem can be written as

H5Hi2
ZT

r a
1

1

ura2rbu
1

1

ura2r cu
. ~6!

According to the standard scattering theory@11#, the pertur-
bationW in Eq. ~3! derives to

W5H2Hi52
ZT

r a
1

1

ura2rbu
1

1

ura2r cu
. ~7!

The state vectoruCka ,kb ,kc
(ra ,rb ,r c)& is an eigenstate ofH

with an eigenenergy,

E5ka
2/21kb

2/21kc
2/21kion

2 /2M5E02e, ~8!

where k ion is the recoil momentum of He21 and M is the
mass of the alpha particle. Consequently, one has to reso
approximate procedures to obtain useful expressions foruC&.

Recently, a strategy has been proposed@12,13# to derive
approximate wave functions forN interacting continuum par-
ticles. The resulting wave function is a product ofN(N
21)/2 ~in our case 6! two-body Coulomb waves. Each o
them represents a specific, Coulomb interacting two-bo
subsystem. Unfortunately, in general, even this~simple! ap-
proximation is intractable for practical applications~at lower
incident energies a full computational approach has b
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3550 PRA 59A. LAHMAM-BENNANI et al.
presented in Refs.@14,15#!. Therefore, for the present case
two slow and one fast electrons moving in the double c
tinuum of He12, it has been suggested to completely subs
the interaction of the fast electron with all other particles in
effective electron-nucleus interactions of the slow electro

To this end we employ the same ideas as in Ref.@13#.
Defining r i j 5r i2r j , i , j P$a,b,c%, we write the total poten-
tial as

2
ZT

r a
2

ZT

r b
2

ZT

r c
1

1

r ab
1

1

r ac
1

1

r bc
5

Zb

r b
1

Zc

r c
1

Zbc

r bc
,

~9!

with Zb ,Zc ,Zbc being functions yet to be determined. A wa
of specifying these functions is to linearly expand in terms
the two-body interactions, as done in Ref.@12# and require
Eq. ~9! to be identically fulfilled. In addition, the asymptoti
limits, as described in Ref.@12# have to be satisfied. Such
procedure yields under the assumptionr j}kj , j 5a,b,c,

Zb52ZT2
ZT

2

kb

ka
1

kb

uka2kbu
,

Zc52ZT2
ZT

2

kc

ka
1

kc

uka2kcu
, ~10!

Zbc51.

With these effective charges the eigenfunctionuC& of H can
be approximated by@12#

Cka ,kb ,kc
~ra ,rb ,r c!'~2p!23/2exp~ ika•ra!c,

where

c5~2p!23N exp~ ikb•rb1 ikc•r c!1F1~ iabc,1,2 i @kbcr bc

1kbc•rbc# !1F1~ iab,1,2 i @kbr b1kb•rb# !31F1~ iac,1,

2 i @kcr c1kc•r c# !. ~11!

The normalization factor is

N5exp~2pabc/2!G~12 iabc!exp~2pab/2!G~12 iab!

3exp~2pac/2!G~12 iac!.

Here the effective Sommerfeld parameters have been de
as ac5Zc /kc , ab5Zb /kb , and abc5Zbc /(2kbc), where
kbc is the momentum conjugate torbc .

Combining Eq.~3! and Eq.~7!, the scattering amplitude
Tf i can be written as the sum of three scattering amplitud

Tf i5Ta1Tab1Tac5 K CU 2Z

r a
UF L 1 K CU 1

ura2rbu UF L
1 K CU 1

ura2r cu
UF L . ~12!

The amplitudesTa , Tab , Tac describe thedirect scattering
of the projectile electron from the nucleus and the two el
trons, respectively. In addition, the state vectoruC& contains
multiple scatterings within the four-body system as fin
state interaction.
-

s.

f

ed
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-

-

Within the present model,Tf i depends dynamically on al
vectors k0 ,ka ,kb ,kc , as clearly seen from Eqs.~10! and
~11!. In fact, if the projectile electron approaches, in veloc
space, one of the ejected electrons, say, electronb, the inter-
action of this ejected electron with the nucleus turns rep
sive @i.e., Zb , as defined by Eq.~10# becomes positive! as to
simulate the repulsion between the scattered and the eje
electronb.

In the first Born approximation~FBA!, on the other hand
one replaces the total HamiltonianH @Eq. 6# by Hi @16#.
Thus initial and final-state wave functions become solutio
of the same HamiltonianHi for different eigenvalues and
thus the termTa in Eq. ~12!, i.e., the direct scattering from
the nucleus, vanishes since it contains a direct overlap of
initial and the final state. Within the FBA the structure of th
wave functionuCka ,kb ,kc

(ra ,rb ,r c)& is the same as in Eq
~11!; however, the effective charges in Eqs.~10! reduce to
Zb52Z5Zc , Zbc51. The amplitudeTf i depends then only
on three vectorskb , kc and the momentum transferK5k0
2ka . For smallK the amplitudeTf i can be Taylor expanded
in K, which leads to the optical limit,

Tf i52 iK ^ckb ,kc
~rb ,r c!uK̂ ~rb1r c!uw~rb ,r c!&1O~K2!.

~13!

Thus, to the first order inK the dipole matrix element~13! is
proportional to the transition amplitude for double photoio
ization by linearly polarized light. The electric-field vector
pointing into theK direction. We remark here that within th
optical limit final and initial states are always orthogon
because only the odd-parity part of the final state contribu
to the matrix element, and this odd-parity final state is au
matically orthogonal to the even initial state.

For the subsequent discussion it is important to note
Eq. ~13! is an expansion inK only. For a fixedK, the dy-
namical matrix element in Eq.~13! depends very much on
the scattering geometry, i.e., onkb andkc . This means that
for a fixedK the optical limit might be approached for ce
tain combination ofkb andkc but violated for otherkb8 and
kc8 , as we will see below.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For the computation of the cross section~2! we employ
the wave function~11! for the final state. The ground state o
He is represented by a Slater wave function,

ws~rb ,r c!5Ns exp@2Zs~r b1r c!#, ~14!

or alternatively a Hylleraas-type wave function@17#,

wh~rb ,r c!5Nh@exp~2Cbr b2Ccr c1Cbcr bc!

1exp~2Ccr b2Cbr c1Cbcr bc!#, ~15!

where Ns and Nh are normalization factors andZs ,Cj , j
Pb,c,bc are variational parameters used to minimize t
binding energy. In addition, we compare with the resu
obtained by approximatingTf i by the dipole term in Eq.
~13!.
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The absolute experimental data are shown in Fig. 1~a! as
a function of the polar ejection anglesub and uc .1 Corre-
spondingly, the theoretical results are depicted in Fig. 1~b!.
One notices that the electronsc andb are preferentially emit-
ted in two groups that appear as two ‘‘hills’’ in Figs. 1~a! and
1~b!, mostly arranged about (ub5115°,uc5237°) for the
first group, called backward group, and about (ub545°,uc
5275°) for the second one, called forward group.~Forward
and backward are meant with respect to the incident di
tion, the forward half-plane being defined by 0,ub,90°
anduc.270°, and the backward half-plane being defined
90°,ub,180° and 180°,uc,270°.) When compared to
corresponding scattering geometry for argon and neon
gets~respectively, Fig. 5 of I and Fig. 2 of II!, a trend can be
observed when going from the lighter to the heavier ato
Though in the three cases, the emission of both electron
the backward half-plane is dominant, one observes in H
significant forward emission of both electrons, almost eq
in intensity to the backward one. This forward emission
relatively less important in neon and is practically absen
argon where the cross section is largely dominated by
backward emission.

For the interpretation of the present findings, we rec

1The full set of data can be obtained upon request from
Lahmam-Bennani. Electronic address: azzedine@ferrari.lcam
psud.fr

FIG. 1. Three-dimensional plot of the measured absolute (e,3e)
fivefold differential cross section for helium, versus the eject
anglesub anduc . The scattering angle of the fast electron is fix
ua510.45°. The incident energy is 5.6 keV. The ejected electr
are detected with equal energiesEb5Ec510 eV. The absolute ex
perimental data~a! are depicted along with the theoretical resu
~b! as calculated using Eqs.~11! and ~15!. The dashed line in~b!
corresponds to the minimum momentum imparted to the ion.
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that in a previous study@18# it has been anticipated tha
structures in the (e,3e) cross section can be linked to th
recoil momentumk ion , where

k ion5k02ka2kb2kc . ~16!

In the present experiment, the energiesEj and momentakj

5A2Ej , j P$0,a,b,c% are measured, so thatkion is deduced
straightforward from Eq.~16! ~the binding energye enters in
Eq. ~16! via the energy conservation law!.

In analogy to electron-impact single ionization it has be
argued@18# that the cross section should be maximal wh
the momentumK imparted by the projectile is very sma
and directly and completely absorbed by the two-ejec
electrons, i.e., whenkion50, the kinematical conditions un
der which this is the case have been termed ‘‘Bethe sphe
This prediction cannot be substantiated by the present
perimental and theoretical study. In fact, the ‘‘hills’’ in Figs
1~a! and 1~b! correspond to a largekion ~cf. also Fig. 3!. The
reason for this apparent contradiction is the following. F
fast-glancing collisions the optical limit~13! is approached.
The optical transition~13! is, however, forbidden for two
‘‘free’’ electrons, which is the condition for the ‘‘Bethe
sphere,’’ i.e., for photon absorption without participation
the nucleus. This is because a photon imparts to the sys
energy but basically no momentum; therefore, the electr
must recoil off the massive nucleus.

While the predictions of Ref.@18# for the maxima in the
cross section are not confirmed@cf. Fig. 1~a! and Fig. 1~b!#,
the positions anticipated for the minima in case ofE0@e,
K!1 are well confirmed and provide a useful tool to inte
pret the data. These minima occur when:~a! kb52kc be-
cause in this case the amplitudeTf i is proportional toK2n

andn is a positive integer, i.e., the leading dipole term va
ishes,~b! k̂b'K and k̂c'K as the dipole term is zero, and~c!
kb5kc due to electronic repulsion. In addition, we rema
here that an additional minimum appears if~d! (kb
1kc)'K since the optical transition is forbidden in this ca
~cf. Ref. @19# and references therein!. All the minima listed
above turn to zero points for optical transitions@19–21#.

To clearly show that the positions of the minima are co
firmed by the experiment we scan the angular distributions
one of the electrons, say, electronb while the other ejected
electron is detected under a fixed angleuc . The positions of
the minima listed above are indicated by arrows labeleda, b,
c, andd corresponding to the minima~a!, ~b!, ~c!, and~d!.

The results are depicted in Figs. 2~a!–2~t!. The general
trend andshapeof the distribution is reasonably described b
the theory with different representations of the initial sta
however, as for the magnitude of the cross sections, la
differences between theory and experiment are observed
addition, the absolute value of the cross section is hig
sensitive to the initial-state description. A possible expla
tion of this behavior is given below.

In some cases the (e,3e) cross sections reveal obviou
deviations from the optical cross section as calculated
cording to Eq.~13! @cf. Figs. 2~f!–2~j! and Figs. 2~q!–2~t!#.
However, in most cases the optical limit seems to be reac
in this geometry~and within the present model!. The reason
for the deviations from the optical limit will be discusse
below.

.
u-

s
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FIG. 2. For the same scattering geometry as in Fig. 1, the angular distribution of one of the electrons~electronb) is scanned while the
other ejected electron is detected under a fixed angleuc . The angleuc is indicated on the figures. The arrows labeleda,c,d mark the angular
positions of, respectively, the minima (a), (c), (d) as determined in the text. The geometrical arrangement for the minimum (d) is illustrated
in Fig. 2~u!. The normal toK is denoted byN. The momentum transfer vectorK is indicated. Using Eqs.~11! and ~15! leads to the solid
curve. The dotted curve is the results in the optical limit~13!. The solid and dotted curves have been scaled down by a factor of 1
comparison. The dashed curve is the result for the (e,3e) cross section when using Eqs.~11! and ~14!.
li-

th
At first it is important to analyze the seemingly comp
cated metamorphosis of the cross section asuc varies be-
tween the situations in Fig. 2~a! and Fig. 2~t!.

To this end we remark that the angular positions of
minima ~the zero points for photon impact! a,b,c,d, as listed
above, are, respectively,
e

~a! kb cosub52kc cosuc ,
~b! k0 cosub2kak̂a• k̂b50 andk0 cosuc2kak̂a• k̂c50,
~c! kc cosuc5kb cosub ,
~d! kb(k0 cosub2kak̂a• k̂b)52kc(k0 cosuc2kak̂a• k̂c).

The angular position of the minimum (d) is illustrated in
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Fig. 2~u!. As Eb5Ec the vectorskb and kc must be posi-

tioned symmetrically with respect to an axis normal toK̂
@axis N in Fig. 2~u!#.

Inspecting Figs. 2~a!–2~t! with regard to the positions o
these minima~indicated by arrows labeled correspondingly!,
it is apparent that the shape of the cross section is basic
determined by those minima except for the cases wh
(e,3e) cross sections differ substantially from photoioniz
tion cross sections@cf. Figs. 2~f!–2~j! and Figs. 2~q!–2~t!#.
The characteristic two-lobe structure can also be explain
Since Eb5Ec , the photo-ionization cross sections poss
the following symmetry properties.

~i! For k̂c56K̂ ~i.e., foruc'139° and foruc5319°), the
angular distribution, as depicted in Figs. 2~a!–2~t! must be

cylindrically symmetric with respect toK̂ . This is the case in
Figs. 2~i! and 2~s!.

~ii ! For K̂• k̂c50, ~i.e., foruc'49° and foruc'229°) the
angular distribution of electronb possess reflection symme

try with respect to an axis normal toK̂ ~this is due to the fact
that the polarization vector for linearly polarized photon e
ters bilinearly in the photoionization cross section, i.e.,
defines an axis rather than a vector!. This condition is ap-
proximately approached in Figs. 2~b!, 2~c!, 2~l!, and 2~m!.

The combinations of these symmetry properties and
above positions of the minima allow for an angular distrib
tion with three lobes. This maximal case is observed in F
2~q!.

Having established that the two lobes in Figs. 2~i! and
2~s! and Figs. 2~b!, 2~c!, 2~m!, and 2~l! have to be of roughly
the same magnitudes due to symmetry requirements~i! and
~ii !, respectively, the diminishing size of the lobe locat
aroundub.300° in the intermediate cases depicted in Fi
2~c!–2~h! can be assigned to the minimum (d) passing
through this lobe. Same observations are made for F
2~j!–2~t!.

FIG. 2. ~Continued!.
lly
re
-

d:
s

-
t

e
-
.

.
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In fact, tracing the movement of the position of the min
mum (d) as uc changes, the bouncing ratio of the magn
tudes of the two lobes is nicely explained.

In Figs. 2~f!–2~j! and 2~q!–2~t! one notices considerabl
deviations from the optical limits, e.g., the minima (a,d) are
not present in the (e,3e) cross sections. These differenc
seem to be compatible with experiment. In fact, a more
vious violation of the optical limit has been observed wh
presenting the data as a function of the mutual angleubc @10#
~i.e., adding up all the pairs that have the sameubc , irrespec-
tive of the directionsk̂b , k̂c).

These deviations are due to the contributions of high
order multipoles in the expansion~13!. For a fixedK ~as in
Fig. 2! the contributions of these multipoles to the series~13!
depend dynamically on the scattering geometry, i.e., onkb
andkc . This leads to the behavior observed in Fig. 2, i.e.,
a fixed K the validity of the optical limit is very much de
pendent on the geometrical arrangement ofkb and kc . It
should be noted, however, that with diminishingK the limit
~13! is approached and the contributions of the higher-or
multipoles are suppressed. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 wh
we have chosen the scattering geometry of Fig. 2~s! as a
prototype example. In Fig. 3 we keep the position ofK̂ fixed
but reduce K from K50.24 @in Figs. 2~a!–2~t!# to K
50.124. The momentakb andkc are the same as in Fig. 2~s!.
This can be achieved by increasing the incident energy
E0520.099 keV and reducing the scattering angle to 0.1
As clearly seen in Fig. 3 the (e,3e) cross section approache
the photoionization cross section due to the decreasedK and
the small ‘‘hill’’ around ub5139° diminishes.

That the optical limit is not reached does not logica
imply that the (e,3e) cross section should show a maximu
at the position where the photoionization cross section v
ishes (ub5139o). The reason for the small ‘‘hill’’ in the
(e,3e) cross section aroundub5139° is immediately clear if
we consider the angular distribution ofkion , as given by Eq.
~16!. Exactly atub5139°, the position of the ‘‘hill,’’kion is
minimal, i.e., the momentum transferred to the two-elect
subsystem is maximal. This is the original definition of t
Bethe sphere as given in the previous work@18#.

FIG. 3. The scattering geometry is that of Fig. 2~s! with the
solid curve being the results when employing Eqs.~11! and~14!. If
we keepEc5Eb510 eV anduc , ub as in Fig. 2~s! but increaseE0

to E0520.1 keV and chooseua50.12°, we end up with the result
shown by the dotted curve scaled down by a factor of 4. The das
curve iskion(ub), as given by Eq.~16! scaled down by a factor o
400.
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To come back to the beginning of our discussion,
argued that the (e,3e) cross section near the Bethe sphere
suppressed by the minimaa2d, which seems to have highe
priority than the Bethe-sphere maxima. However, if tho
restrictive minima are released, for reasons of geom
and/or not approaching the optical limit, the maxima due
the Bethe-sphere condition show up. We performed the s
calculations, as those shown in Fig. 3, for the cases wh
deviations from photoionization cross sections are consi
able and came to the conclusion that, as above, the re
momentumkion is minimal when (e,3e) diverges markedly
from the photoionization cross sections.

It should be noted here that for all cases of Figs. 2~a!–2~t!
the momentum transferK50.24 a.u. is the same. Thus, w
can generally state that~within our model! approaching the
optical limit is not a question of the magnitude ofK only but
depends sensitively on the scattering geometry, i.e., the
namic contained in the matrix elements in the expans
~13!.

Having established that the deviations of the (e,3e) cross
sections from the photoionization cross sections are the
nature of nondipolar contributions and recalling that Eq.~13!
is only valid within the FBA, we can now consider the sit
ations where the FBA is not expected to perform well a
hence the optical limit breaks down. With regard to this
pect, two points can be noted.

~1! As stated above, the projectile scattering from t
nucleus, as described by the amplitudeTa , vanishes within
the FBA. Hence, a considerableTa ~with respect toTab ,Tac)
signifies deviations from the FBA and consequently
break of the cylindrical symmetry associated withK̂ and the
optical limit. On the other hand,Ta increases with increasin
ZT @cf. Eq. ~12!#; thus, the break of symmetry aroundK̂ and
the violation of the optical limit should be more prevalent f
heavier targets. In fact, such a behavior has already b
observed for argon and neon~papers I and II!.

~2! As mentioned above, the FBA is obtained from t
present model in the special caseZb52ZT5Zc , Zbc51 of
Eq. ~10!. Therefore, as can be deduced from Eq.~10!, the
deviations from the optical limit and the violation of th
symmetry associated with the FBA are expected to enha
with increasingEb and/orEc , in particular for higherZT .

As for the absolute magnitude of the cross section
theoretical results using the simple initial state~14! are more
or less in the range of the experimental findings. In contr
the theory employing the initial state~15! yields results an
order of magnitude higher than the experimental cross
ji,
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tions. It turned out that the reason for this surprising resul
that the direct overlap between the initial and the final sta
^CuF& is much bigger for the wave function~15! than for
Eq. ~14!. On the other hand the term̂CuF& indicates the
amount of spurious transitions in absence of any pertur
tions or when the perturbation is small. It should be stres
in this context that while minimizing the termu^CuF&u is
desirable, a negligibleu^CuF&u does not say much as to th
quality of the wave functionsC andF, as demonstrated in
this paper. It means merely that the same approximati
have been made in derivingF andC regardless of the qual
ity of these approximations. Of course, an exact descrip
of C andF leads to vanishing overlapu^CuF&u.

One might think of orthogonalizing the initial and th
final state as done in Ref.@18#. However, as stressed in Re
@18#, one obtains a spurious term in the orthogonalized w
functions.

In light of these remarks it seems useful to search fo
wave functionF that yields not only the best possible valu
for the ground-state energy but also minimizes the te
u^CuF&u.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have reported kinematically completely determin
(e,3e) experiments for helium. The improved sensitivity
the experimental setup enabled us to extract a full se
angular distributions. The absolute magnitudes of the m
sured angular distributions have been determined with
accuracy of 25%. The measured data are compared with
oretical calculations that employ a four-body state in the e
channel. The origin of the structures observed in the ang
correlation pattern has been exposed and the range of v
ity of the dipolar limit has been envisaged. Deviations fro
the optical limits have been assigned to higher-order mu
poles that are dynamically dependent on the scattering ge
etry. It has been demonstrated that the contributions of th
multipoles diminish at very small momentum transfer. Mor
over, we argued that nondipolar contributions are more p
nounced for stronger Coulomb fields of the residual ion
well as for higher energies of the ejected electrons. Dev
tions between experiment and theory as far as the abso
value is concerned have been traced back to a spurious d
overlap between initial and final states used in this stu
This shortcoming is due to the use of different approxim
tions in the initial and final states when deriving the initia
and final-state wave functions.
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